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§ 1 INTRODUCTION 
a. In 1970, K. Strambach [St 70a] classified the R2-planes above. However, 
this classification turned out to have gaps: In 1975, A. Ostmann [Os 75] found 
the "anticartesian" planes. Later on, R. L6wen discovered that the 
" l /x -p lane"  published by Salzmann [Sa 67b, p. 4] in 1967, another R2-plane 
generated by two branches of hyperbolas, and generalizations of these, called 
"hyperbola planes", are missing in Strambach's classification. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a classification which is hoped to be 
complete. This hope is based on a very simple and therefore transparent proof. 
It fundamentally differs from the approach by K. Strambach, in particular by 
systematic use of the notion arc  p lane  developed by the author in the past few 
years ([Gr 79], [Gr 80hi). 
In the euclidean ( = real affine) plane © = (R 2, 5~), let ,~ be a family of arcs, 
each closed and homeomorphic to the real line R. Here an arc  A simply is a 
point set met by each euclidean line in at most 2 points. We now form a new 
incidence structure D(d) by throwing out of JD all lines whose slope 1 belongs to 
the s lope  supp ly  sip A of some arc A ~ d, and replacing them by all translates of 
a I.e. the classical s ope m e R U { c~ } of y =mx + b. - In [Gr 79] and [Gr 80a], common coverage of
the cases II3 and IH caused adifferent notion of "slope". For D, this notion is equivalent tothe 
classical one. 
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all arcs in d.  Here sip A denotes the set of  slopes of  the secants 2 of  A.  - I f  
D(d)  = (R 2, 5eD(d)) is an RZ-plane again, we call it an arc plane. Now we are 
able to state: 
2.6 MAIN THEOREM. Let ~_ be any R2-plane. Then 
A. The automorphism group aut IF is point transitive and _> 3-dimensional 
i f f  ~_ is isomorphic to the hyperbolic plane or to one o f  the following, pairwise 
nonisomorphic arc planes: 3 (la) ©(r*lxl s) with 0<r<l  <s; ( lb l )  ©(x s) with 
s< - 1; (lb2) ©(xs, rx s) with r< - 1, s<O; (2.1) ©(eX); (2.2) D(e x, - sgn  s.e sx) 
with I sl _> 1. 
B. For the arc planes ( la)-(2.2) of  A. we have dim aut ~ = 3 unless d= {x 2} 
or d= {e x, -eX} 4. In these cases Y_=© resp. IH (halfplane) and dim aut ~=6 
resp. 4. In all other cases the identity component autl I: is 
(1) {(x,y)~(dx+a,  dSy+b)la, b~R,d>O} resp. 
(2) {(x,y)~(x+a, cy+b)la, b6R,  c>O }, 
and we have aut HZ=autl ~, except in the following cases, where aut E is 
generated by autl IF and an involution a: 
(la) r=  1, a(x,y) = ( -x ,y )  
( lb l )  s = 1, tr(x,y) = (y,x); (lb2) r= 1, tr(x,y) = (x, -y ) ;  
(2.2) s= 1, a(x,y) = ( -x ,y ) .  
In particular, for  all these arc planes aut ~: is a subgroup of  aut ©. 
Comparing this with the Main Theorem in [St 70a], we first note the 
following translation: (1 a) = parabola planes, (1 b) = hyperbola planes, (2.1) = 
"except ional"  plane, (2.2, s> l )="car tes ian  halfplanes",  (2.2, s<- l )=  
"ant icartesian" planes. Secondly, we note that this Main Theorem contains no 
further gaps than those noticed earlier. Thirdly, we note a change of  viewpoint: 
Historically, flat projective planes have been classified before R2-planes were 
even defined. This explains K. Strambach's point o f  view that all "good"  R 2- 
planes should be pieces of  flat projective planes. But just for the "gaps" ,  this is 
not the case. Our point of  view is that "most"  flat projective planes with _>2- 
dimensional automorphism group are composed ([Gr 80a]) of  arc planes 5. 
2 A secant isa line meeting A in precisely 2points. 
3 By r.lxl s resp. x s resp. e sx we mean the arcs Z:={(x, xs)lx>-O}U{(x, rl ts)lx<O} resp. 
B: = {(x,x s) Ix>0} resp. C: = {(x, e sx) Ixe R}. 
4 I.e. (la) with (r,s)=(1,2) resp. (2.2) with s= 1. 
5 Here "arc plane" is meant in the more general sense (D(d) or H(~)) of [Gr 79]. By [Gr 79, 
Theorem 7.5], each R2-plane admitting a2-dimensional point transitive group G of automorphisms 
is such an arc plane. 
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Thus, in § 3 we obtain as Corollaries the Main Theorems of the classification 
papers [Sa 641 and [Sa 651 by Salzmann. 
Notions, notations, facts. An R2-planeis a pair ~: = (P, ~)  of a topological 
space P homeomorphic to R E (points) and a set Y of closed subsets homeo- 
morphic to R (lines) such that through any 2 different points there passes 
precisely one line. - Classical examples are ©, its halfplane IH (subgeometry 
induced by © on R + x R), and the hyperbolic plane (subgeometry induced on 
the open unit disc). 
Two families sg, ~ of arcs in © are similar (in symbols: d -  ~)  iff there exist 
(1) a bijection *: ~g--. ~, (2) a collineation y~aut  D, and (3) for each A e~¢ a 
translation rA, such that A * =A yrA. 
We abbreviate " isomorphic" by _= and "homeomorphic"  by --~. For any 
R2-plane E, we denote by aut E the group of all automorphisms (or colli- 
neations) 6,given the compact open topology. The connected component of the 
neutral element is denoted by autl 6. It is known ([Sa 67b; 3.16, 3.8, 3.19]) that 
aut N: is a locally euclidean (hence Lie) topological transformation group on P 
of dimension _< 6. 
§ 2 PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
2.1 Let (X, G) be an effective, transitive topological transformation group 
with X~.R  2 and G locally euclidean, 3-dimensional nd connected. Then at 
least one of  the following cases A, B, C holds: 
A. G contains a (sharply) transitive fully invariant 7subgroup N= R 2. 
B. G contains a subgroup U_~R 2 all of  whose orbits are 1-dimensional. 
C. G is isomorphic to PSLE(R ) or its simply connected covering group 
pst . 
PROOF.  (cf. [St 70a, p. 256/7]): We use the classification of all such (X, G) in 
[Be 73, p. 102-125], which is based on the determination of 3-dimensional Lie 
algebras in [Ja 62, p. 11-14]. There exist up to isomorphism only the following 
(X, G) with X=R2:  
(1) dim G'=I :  (1.1) X=R 2, G={g(a,b,u) la, b, ueR},  where 
g(a, b, u): = 1 , 
b 1/ 
with linear 8 action ("shear group"). Here the subgroup U: = {g(O,b,u)]b, u eR} 
satisfies B. 
(1.2) G-~L2xR.  Then, without looking further into the list of possible 
actions of G (actually, there are 2 nonisomorphic actions), we conclude: 
6 I.e. line preserving homeomorphism. 
7 I.e. invanant under all automorphisms of the topological group G. 
8 I.e. (x,y)%) = (a 1 ix + a21Y + a31 , al2x + a22Y + a32 ) provided a13 = a23 = 0, a33 = 1. 
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G'.C(G)=R 2 has no 0-dimensional orbit (=f ixed point). Hence either ,4. 
G'.C(G)=:N has a 2-dimensional orbit and then is transitive, or B. 
G'. C(G) = : U has 1-dimensional orbits only. 
(2) dim G'=2.  Then G'_~R 2, and without looking into the list of  possible 
actions of  G, we conclude as in (1.2) that G '  satisfies A. or B. 
(3) G '= G. Then only PSLz(R) and PSL~ admit a transitive, effective action 
on R 2. [] 
2.2 COROLLARY. Let 6 = (P, L~) be an R2-plane with aut l z point transitive 
and 3-dimensional. Then, unless 6 is isomorphic to the hyperbolic plane, aut 6 
contains a sharply point transitive normal subgroup N = R 2. 
PROOF. Since (P, autl IF) satisfies the assumptions of  2.1, one of  the following 
cases occurs: 
A. Since N is  fully invariant in autl n: A aut 6, it is still invariant (=  normal) 
in aut 6. 
B. By[St70b,  Satz3.1],  6=©or lH .  S inced imaut©=6andd imaut lH=4,  
Case B. cannot occur. 
C. I f  autm E~PSL2(R), then by [Sa 67b, proof  of  Theorem 4.16], 6 is 
isomorphic to the hyperbolic plane. By [St 67, Lemma 3.3], PSL~ cannot 
occur. [] 
2.3 Let (X, G) be a topological transformation group, where X is locally 
euclidean and connected. Assume that G contains a sharply transitive normal 
subgroup N which is locally compact. Then (X, G)= (N, GO), where G o is the 
topological 9 group generated by the right translations of N, and the conju- 
gation automorphisms induced by the stabilizer Gq of any q e X. 
More precisely, pick qeX and define ¢ :N~X by ¢(n):=q n. Define 
f l :G~G ° by fl(nh):=(m~h-lmnh) for neN,  heGq. Then (¢'-,f l)  is an 
isomorphism. 
PROOF. straightforward. 
2.4 THEOREM. Let 6 be an R2-plane whose automorphism group aut E 
contains apoint transitive normal subgroup N_~ R 2. Then there exist 
(1) a family ~ of pairwise slope disjoint, closed arcs =R in ©, none of 
them contained in a parallel strip, and 
(2) a topological transformation group isomorphism (a, f l ) : (6 ,aut  ~)_= 
(©(o~/), X), where X is a closed subgroup of aut//3, and fl(N) = T (translation 
group). 
9 Let G be a group which is (internally) the semidirect product of a normal subgroup N and a 
complement H. Assume that both N and H carry topologies making them topological groups, and 
that the action (o:NxH~N by conjugation automorphisms is continuous (i.e. ~o(n, h): = h-lnh). 
Then there exists a unique topology on G making it a topological group and inducing the original 
topologies on N and H. 
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PROOF. Let E=:(P,Y~). Select an isomorphism N:N~R 2. Since N is 
commutative, it is even sharply transitive. It follows from 2.3 that 
(q~- ~u, fl~) : (P, aut E)-- (R2,X). 
Here fl~(nh): =(m~(h- lmnh)~) ,  and _r is a subgroup of the group H(R 2) 
generated by all translations and automorphisms of the topological group R 2. 
Since Z'--aut E is locally euclidean, in particular locally compact, it must be 
closed in H(R2). Clearly, f lv(N)= T. Since every automorphism of R 2 is a 
vector space automorphism of R 2 over R, H(R 2) is a semidirect product of T 
and GLz(R ). In other words, H(R 2) = aut [D. 
Since aut E respects the set 5(' of subsets of P, so Z respects the set 
{lO~-~']le 59}. On the other hand, by [Gr 79, Theorem 7.5 B and proof], q~qJ is 
an isomorphism from E onto D(s¢) for some family .~/ of closed arcs =R 
satisfying the conditions on slopes and parallel strips. [] 
To abbreviate the statement of 2.5 and the proofs of 2.5 and 2.6 we introduce 
the following 
DEFINITION. H_  aut © generates M c_ R 2 iff M is a union of orbits of H. 
2.5 COROLLARY. I f ,  in addition, dim aut E_>3, then each arc A e ~ is 
generated by some subgroup H=R of Z, satisfying HA T= 1 and fixing a 
parallel class of lines of  D. 
PROOF. For each Ae~"  there exists an l eS° with dim IN=2 such that 
I e~ =A. Because of 
dim (aut E)t+ dim I aut :=  dim aut E_>3 ([Ha 71]), 
we have that (aut E)t is at least 1-dimensional nd therefore contains a subgroup 
Us  R or ---Sa. Trivially, U generates I. Since N is commutative, it acts sharply 
on l N, which implies NA U= 1. Now (~,fl) carries over these statements to 
A =U,  H= U ~, and T=N ~. - I fHwere  ~-$1, then by [Po 59, Th. a, p. 116] it 
would fix precisely one point, and all other orbits where -- $I. Hence it would 
generate no space ~R.  - If H~R were transitive on the far line l~ associated to 
D, then by Brouwer's classification ([Br 09], cf. [Be 73, p. 97]) it would contain 
an infinite cyclic subgroup/4o----Z of (/~o,p)-homologies. Then p would be fixed 
by H itself ([Gr 76, 2.2B]). Therefore according to [Gr 71, Theorem 3 (e)], all 
H-orbits except {p} where spirals. Hence H would not generate any arc. [] 
2.6 MAIN THEOREM. 
PROOF. A. Since none of the arc families ,• in (la)-(2.2) is 0, according to 
[Gr 80b, Theorem 3.5A] the planes ©(sO) are pairwise nonisomorphic, provided 
the families J are pairwise nonsimilar. This is clear if ~¢ and ~ are not in the 
same class (la) .....  (2.2). If they are, one computes that the only possible 
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y ~ aut D producing similarity is the identity (For ( lbl) and (lb2) this has been 
carried out in [Gr 80, 5.2]). 
If." If E is the hyperbolic plane, it is well-known that aut ~: is point transitive 
and 3-dimensional. In all the other cases (la)-(2.2), d is verified to be a family 
of pairwise slope disjoint arcs, each closed and --R, and none contained in a 
parallel strip. Hence according to [Gr 79, Corollary 6.2], ©(d) is an R2-plane. 
One verifies that aut ©(~¢) contains the groups (1) resp. (2) listed in B. Hence d 
is point transitive and _> 3-dimensional. 
Only if." If dim aut E_4, then by [Sa 67b; 3.19, 4.3, 4.4, 4.12] 0:___-©--- 
D(x 2) or E ~ IH --- ©(e x, - eO. If dim aut ~: = 3, and F is not isomorphic to the 
hyperbolic plane, then by 2.2 and 2.4 ~: is isomorphic to an arc plane ©(~¢). In 
order to determine the possible arc families ~, according to 2.5 we search for all 
subgroups H_~R of aut © fixing a parallel class and generating an arc A. By [Gr 
80b, Corollary 2.9] each such H must be conjugate to one of the following: 
) 1 Hs:= d s d>O fors>l  o rs_<- l ;  1 
I ( c  clnc ~ 1 I(la I 
HI,,:= c c>O ; Hexp:  = e a 
1/ 1/ 
beRl ;  
{i1 1 } , Hqu: = a2 a ~ . -- 1 2 
Among these, one verifies that Htn does not generate any closed arc A ~R.  - All 
arcs generated by Hqu are translates of Aqu: = {(x,½x 2) IxER2}. Since slp Aqu 
contains all possible slopes except 00, the only family d of pairwise slope 
disjoint arcs ~R containing Aqu is {Aqu}. If H=y-lHqu y, then each arc A 
generated by H is of the form A~Vu for some translation z. Hence A ~ d implies 
d= {A }. Therefore M is similar to {Aqu }- {x2}. Hence D(~) ~ D(Aqu) = © by 
[Gr 80b; 2.4a, b, 3.5 B], contrary to our assumption dim aut 0: = 3. 
Hence to determine d we only need consider those cases where His  conjugate 
to (1) Hs or (2) Hexp. Because of T .4 aut D, the identity component ~r 1 is 
conjugate to G =H s. Tresp. G = He×p. T. Therefore d is similar to a family ~of  
arcs generated by subgroups _=R of G. Hence D(d)~ ©(~) by [Gr 80b, 2.4b]. 
Case (1): G=H s. T. Subcase (la): s> l .  Then one verifies that each arc 
generated by Hs is similar to C: =r*lxl  s for some 0<r_< 1. Again, since slp C 
consists of all but one possible slopes, the only family Vof slope disjoint arcs 
containing C is {C}. 
Subcase (lb): s_< - 1. Then the arcs generated by H s are precisely the orbits 
B,r: = {(ex, rxS)lx>0} for ee {1, -  1} and r~R\{0}.  Each other complement 
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K=R of T in  G is conjugate - via a translation - to Hs. Hence the arcs gener- 
ated by K are translates of the Ben. At most two such arcs are slope disjoint. 
Hence ~ is similar to an arc family consisting of Bll and possibly one Ber. For 
this family there remain the following possibilities: (i) {Bn}, (ii) {B11,Blr } for 
some r<0,  and (iii) {BlbB-l ,r} for some r>0.  In case (ii), according to [Gr 
80b, 5.2c] we may assume r<-  1. In case (iii), we apply ),=((x,y)--*(y,x))e 
e aut © and obtain the arc family {xl/~,(-(1/r)x) l/s} similar to the original 
one. Thus for s': = 1/s we have - 1 _< s'  < 0. Again, according to [Gr 80, 5.2c] we 
may assume r': = - r  -o/s) <_ - 1. 
Case (2): G =//exp" T. Then from the Lie algebra L(G) we compute that the 
complements H=R of T in G are groups of stretches with common axis 
hr: = R × {r} and center o e l~ or are conjugate via a translation to 
for some s#:0. The arcs generated by Ks are the orbits +e sx and translates of 
them. Hence the totality of arcs generated by complements H=R of T consists 
of translates of +_e sx for s:#0. As in Case (lb), ~ is similar to an arc family 
consisting of e x and possibly one arc - sgn  s.e~L Since {e x, -sgn s. eSX} y= 
= {-  sgn 1/s.eO/S)X,e x} for y(x,y): = (sx, -sgn s.y), by [Gr 80b, 2.4b] we may 
assume Is[ _>1. 
B. If  dim aut E_>4, then according to [Sa 67b; 3.19, 4.3, 4.4, 4.12], E--- © ~ 
--- ©(x 2) or E__-- IH --- [D(e x, - eX). In all other cases of (la)-(2.2), by 2.2 and 2.4 we 
have aut n:<__aut ©. Hence we may compute ye  aut E\autl  E in analogy to the 
nonsimilarity proof  in the first paragraph of the proof of A. (Thus for ( lb l )  
and (lb2): see [Gr 80b, 5.2)]. [] 
§ 3 APPLICATIONS TO PROJECTIVE PLANES 
Theorem 2.6, whose proof does not use any facts about flat projective 
planes, yields alternative proofs concerning the classification of such planes 
with _ 3-dimensional utomorphism group: 
3.1. COROLLARY ([Sa 65, Satz]; [Sa 64, Satz 1 and Satz 3. I]). Let P = (P, ~) 
be a flat projective plane whose automorphism group aut P contains a >_ 3- 
dimensional, connected closed subgroup A fixing precisely one line lo~ and at 
least one point v on it. Then there exists precisely one pair (r,s) satisfying 
0<r_< 1 <s  such that P is isomorphic to the projective completion Prs of  the 
affine plane ©( r* I xlS). I f  ( r, s) -~ (1, 2), then Prs admits no automorphisms other 
than those obtained from this affine plane (see Theorem 2.6). 
PROOF. We show that d is point transitive on the affine plane P\loo and apply 
Theorem 2.6: Checking the list (la)-(2.2), we find by [Gr 79, Theorem 6.3] that 
only the RE-planes D(r , lx I  s) satisfy the parallel postulate. - d must be 
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transitive on .o \{ l~}=R 10. Furthermore, it contains a subgroup H=R of  
central collineations with center o: This follows from dim A_>3, Brouwer's 
classification [Br 09] applied to (.o\{loo},A), and the fact that d =PSL~ (simply 
connected covering group of  PSL2) cannot occur because of  [Sa 67a, 1.1]. Now 
all collineations in H have the same axis ([Gr 76, 2.3 B]). Hence in all cases 
a = loo, a ,  loo with a ~ o or a ,  o, H is linearly transitive or semitransitive, and A 
is transitive on P\loo. 
It remains to prove (1) there exists Y: P~'s ~ Prs only if (r',s')= (r,s), and (2) 
the statement about Prs. We show: Unless Prs=P2(R) (desarguesian flat 
projective plane), we have y(l~o)= loo n. This will prove (2), and together with 
Theorem 2.6 also (1). 
Assume [oo: = y(l~o)*loo. We use that aut Prs contains the linearly transitive 
groups T of  (loo, o)-elation s and T of  (Too, 0)-elations 11, and show that Pr~ is a 
translation plane (and therefore t2_= [P2(R)) by proving the existence of  2 linearly 
transitive elation groups with same axis or center: This is true in case 0 e loo or 
o e loo, and can be easily proved in the remaining case. [] 
3.2 COROLLARY ([Sa 64, Satz 2.4]). Let IP=(P, 5;) be a flat projective plane 
whose automorphism group aut lP contains a 3-dimensional, connected closed 
subgroup d fixing precisely 2 lines lo, l=, the point o: = loAloo, and one further 
point u e loo. Then there exist k>0;  61,62_> 1such that the affine plane ~ \ loo is 
isomorphic to the (F T, me)-pasting sum 13 of the "'exponential" arc planes 
[D(e x, - e ~lx) and ©( - e ~2x, kee3X), where 
Q162 Q3: - 
61 + 62 -- ~162" 
In other words, P\loo = (R 2, ~A), where 57A consists ofa l l  horizontal and vertical 
euclidean lines, the lines 
l + : = { (x ,x )  l x ->OI  U { (x, - Ix/ 2)px<0}, 
l_ : = {(x, -x  ~') I x_0}  U {(x, k/xl  ~3)Ix<O}, 
and all images under the group U: = { (x,y)-~ (ax, y + b) [ a > O, b e R }. Unless 
Q1 = 1 or Q2 = 1, the projective planes corresponding to (k, 01, Q2) and (k', 6"1,6'2) 
are not isomorphic. Each such projective plane may be coordinatized by a 
cartesian ternary fieM (R, +, • ) defined in [Sa 64, Satz 2.4]. 
10 Throughout § 3, for any point o we denote by v the set of lines through o. 
11 For the rest of 3.1, l~o (resp. 1~) denotes the far line associated with D(r*lxl s) (resp. ©(r',lxls'). 
Furthermore, o: = {Vr[reR } = : o', where Or: = {r} xR ,  denote points on these far lines, and 
0 : = y(v3. 
12 Let IP be a flat projective plane with a translation axis a. Then the translation group Uis the direct 
product of two linearly transitive (a, oi)-elation groups and hence isomorphic to R 2. Since U is point 
transitive on IP\a, but has no 2-dimensional line orbits, according to [Gr 80b, 2.5] we have 
Pka_-- ©(~ = D. 
13 See [Gr 80a, Definition preceding 4.3]. 
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PROOF. By [Br 09] and [Sa 67a, 1.1] we have A ~PSL~. This implies that 
A u = :D is a l inearly semitransit ive group of  (10, u)-homolog]es satisfying D ~ R. 
Wi th  the same tools one proves that the subgroup Aq fixing a component  Cl of  
v.\{lo, loo} elementwise contains a fully invariant subgroup V---R. Hence D and 
Vare  normal  in A, and we have U: =D.  V~R 2. Since U fixes no further points 
and lines than A, according to [Gr 80a, 4.5 and 5.3], Pkl~ is isomorphic  to the 
(Fr, COe)-pasting sum of  two arc planes ©(Alj, A2j). Here the Aij are arcs having 
h0: =R × {0} as an asymptote in R -  ×R,  and satisfying Aij c_R + ×R, slp 
Aii-=R+ and slp Ai j=R-  for i--/:j. 
On the other hand, U - and hence A - is transit ive on the point  set of  each of  
the two RZ-planes Ej obta ined f rom [P by removing loo and 10. Therefore by 
Theorem 2.6, Ej-___[D(e x, -eSi x) with sj>_l: The aff ine TM lines of  ~j form a 
spread, t5 and Ej contains no proper  semiaff ine TMline. On the other hand, the set 
of  aff ine lines in 2.6 is ( la)  all lines; ( lb l )  all eucl idean lines with posit ive slope 
:# oo; ( lb2) 0 ([Gr 80b, 5.1]); (2.1) all eucl idean lines with negative slope; (2.2) 
all vertical ines. In case (2.2, s_< - 1), proper  semiaff ine lines exist. 
Thus [D(Alj, Azj)~[D(eX,-eSj x) for some sj_>l. Therefore by [Gr 80b, 
Theorem 3.5] the two arc families are similar. The propert ies of  the Aij l isted 
above restrict y, and we obta in  Aij = ( -  1)i+Jaije Qiix for some aij, ~ > 0. Thus P 
is isomorphic  to an "exponent ia l "  projective plane [Paooi J. I f  E1----IH-_-E2, then 
according to [Gr 80b, Theorem 3.5] we have ~)i1 =~)21 and ao12 ~- ~322; thus )~=0. 
I f  (say) E1 m IH, then dim aut IF 1 =3 according to Theorem 2.6B. Hence each 
col l ineation in aut~ E1 is induced by an element of  A. By [Gr 80a, 7.5] this 
implies )C = 0. - Now the statements of  3.2 fol low from [Gr 80a, 7.1 and 7.2]. [] 
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